YOUR PEOPLE CANDIDATE PROMISES
TO WORK TO :
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

A

Reduce the POPULATION of the United Kingdom to
a self sustainable level as soon as possible.
Reduce INCOME differentials. PEOPLE has no wish to
‘Bash the rich’. Greater equality will flow naturally
from overall policies.
,
Promote full and satisfY ins EMPLOYMENT for everyone
SOCIAL WELFARE: Encourage individual human

dignity and help people to help themselves.
HOUSING: Discourage further population increases in
large Towns and Cities.
Become agrieulturaly self sustaining which will in turn
lead to price stabilisation.
Encourage RE-CYCLING of natural resources and
discourage resource consumption. Move from a ‘flow’
to a ‘stock’ economy.
CAPITAL WORKS: Emphasise socially and
environmentally desirable projects independent of

anticipated financial return in presently accepted

9.

10.
ll.

PUT

_ economic terms.
I
Improve public TRANSPORT. Judge all systems

against environmental and sociological considerations.
Conserve all sources of ENERGY. Hydro-electric
power, tidal barriers, wind and solar power appear to
be our only reliable long term sources of power.

Shift the emphasis of FOREIGN AID programmes
from cash hand outs to practical help. Seek co-operation from other Countries in implementing policies.
12.
Seek joint MILITARY programmes with the other
countries. Dismantle Britain‘s nuclear capabilities, ._
unilaterally.
G
J
_13.
Make punishment fit the crime. Strengthen the LAW’s
A protection of the individual in general and asijag-ainst
the State in particular.
14.
POLLUTION: ‘The Polluter must be a
starting-ipoint.
O
‘ ._ "
15.
Promote wider EDUCATION including more emphasis
on arts, crafts, music and social graces and less
emphasis on exam cramming. Re-exam-ine the cost]
benefit of our present system. P

VOTEFOR

IN PARLIAMENT
and help win Todays

BATTLE OF
BRITAIN
Todays Battle of Britain’ is cleaning up the debris
in both the streets and the minds of people
For too long we have been confused with the arguments
of left and right petty bickermgs between Labour,
Liberals, and Conservatives, Unions 8i Management
Each side frightened that the other might score a few
more points instead of working together to put the
country on its feet and secure a future not iust for
your children but for you
It is time we rid ourselves of the attitudes of ‘them
& us and gave this country back to its citizens
PEO

ERS

IN BRITAIN
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1.

PEOPLE I-[AS NO, BACKERS & N0 MONEY. Will you give
£1 now to help our fighting fund? Give no before its too late.
Send to L. Whittaker, 69 Hertford Street, Coventry.

NOW PASS THIS TO A FRIEND - A LOT DEPENDS ON IT
J

.

needs YOUR Vote

IVE

?
Aircraft, Juggenaughts, Traffic Jams,
Congested Towns, Crowded Country-

Paper, bottles, cans, cars, boxes, bags
all mas produced material goods
often exceeding our real requirements
and exploiting the limited material
resources of planet Earth in a way
which cannot continue. And most of
it ending up as scrap.

side, Bulging Beaches, Noise Pressure,

Smells
you cannot get away from
it. For too long the professional
politicians have sold our inheritance
for a mess of potage.

PEOPLE PROMOTES PRIVACY & PEACE

PEOPLE WILL STOP WASTE

I/3

Oil, Sewage, Chemicals, Fertilizer,
Pesticides, Factory effluent, Smoke,
Scrap
the end products and bye
products and accidental products of
our society are more and more fouling
our environment, killing our wildlife,
destroying our existence.

;

PEOPLE WILL PREVENT POLLUTION
raw

A land where no ﬂowers grow and no
birds sing, where the trees stand
naked and earth turns to dust
the
deserts and semi-deserts of the world
are frightening examples of neglect
and exploitation. Yet one after
another governments fail to act.

PEOPLE WILL NURTURE NATURE

Reliance on oil for power has left us
vulnerable to both Sheiks and miners.

Short sighted, short term policies of
cheap energy have not only mortgaged
the future and polluted the atmosphere but also left us to pay dearly
for the greed of governments.
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PEOPLE WILL GIVE YOU POWER
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And if all else fails
Incredibly we are now being rushed
into unproven and potentially unsafe
nuclear reactors. They could blow up ,
or release massive doses of radioactivity. Caution must not be thrown
to the wind. We must prevent
careerist politicians from risking our
world.

PEOPLE HAS THE ENERGY —- HAVE YOU‘?

PEOPLE GIVES BRITAIN A PURPOSE
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